
By accessing the wealth of resources in Grolier Online, students can 
achieve key goals of the Common Core State Standards: 

 Comprehend and evaluate complex texts across a range of types and disciplines

 Build strong content knowledge

 Establish a base of knowledge across a wide range of subject matter

 Use technology and digital media strategically and capably

Summarized below are some of the ways that Grolier Online aligns to  
standards for English Language Arts & Literacy in History/Social Studies,  
Science, and Technical Subjects.

Reading Standards: Informational Text
 •  Well-crafted articles enable students to determine the central idea of a text and its supporting details.  

(Standard 2)

 • Articles introduce important vocabulary words with definitions and context clues. (Standard 4)

 •  Articles follow a consistent structure and include nonfiction text features such as section headings,  
captions, and sidebars. (Standard 5)

 • Debate Starters encourage students to consider multiple points of view. (Standard 6)

 •  Thousands of photographs, illustrations, tables, and charts, plus videos and an interactive Atlas,  
allow students to access information from a variety of media. (Standard 7)

 •  Topics are covered at several reading levels, enabling students to access information at various  
levels of text complexity. (Standard 10)
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Spotlight on Standard 10: Range, Quality, and Complexity

•   The Common Core Standards stress the ability to read nonfiction across a variety of text types, at varying  
degrees of complexity.

•   In addition to informational articles on thousands of topics, Grolier Online contains weekly current events stories, 
primary sources, and literary selections, plus links to related, vetted sources of information on the Web.

•   GO articles are written at four reading levels of increasing complexity.  The levels are determined by readability  
measures (QUANTITATIVE) as well as text structure and clarity (QUALITATIVE). What’s more, search results 
display the reading level right next to the articles…making it easy to match reader to text!
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Writing Standards
 •  Current events stories are accompanied by writing prompts that encourage students to draft opinion, 

informative/explanatory, and narrative pieces in response to the news stories. (Standards 1, 2, and 3)

 •  Students use Grolier Online as a reliable source for research. With GO, they can easily conduct short  
research projects, gather information from multiple sources, and draw evidence to support their analysis.  
GO citations help them follow a standard citation format and avoid plagiarism.  
(Standards 7, 8, and 9)

History/ Social Studies
 •  Students can use GO articles to cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and  

secondary sources. (Standard 1)

 •  Clearly written and well-structured text allows students to understand specialized vocabulary and  
describe how a text presents information. (Standards 4 and 5)

 •  Thousands of charts, maps, graphs, and illustrations help students integrate visual information.  
(Standard 7)

 •  History topics are presented at a range of reading levels, enabling students to access text at varying  
levels of complexity. (Standard 10)

Science and Technical Subjects
 •  Students can use GO articles to cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of science and  

technical texts. (Standard 1)

 •  Clearly written and well-structured text allows students to understand symbols and specialized science  
and technical vocabulary as well as describe how a text presents information. (Standards 4 and 5)

 • Charts, diagrams, graphs, and tables help students integrate visual information. (Standard 7)

•  Science and technical topics are presented at a range of reading levels,  
enabling students to access text at varying levels of complexity.  
(Standard 10)
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For a free trial, visit  
http://scholastic.com/grolieronline or call  

800-387-1437 for more details.


